power strap
Application Instructions
Please read through these instructions before attempting to install. For questions, photos and more detailed
instructions please go to this link:
The power strap is an accessory for the Easyboot Glove or Easyboot Glue-On that enables the boot to fit better on
hooves that aren’t the perfect shape for the boot. It adds stability to the boot, and removes any gaps at the top for
a better fit. It is the perfect solution to horses that cover challenging terrain or who need a tighter boot fit.
You will need: A leather punch, sharp scissors and a Phillips screwdriver.
1. Cut and punch the Power Strap to the correct length. Sizes are indicated on the power strap. You will be
punching two holes—one on the left and one on the right. Use a size on your leather punch that matches the
dimple size ( 7/32 is just right.) If you have a size #1 Easyboot Glove cut and punch to the #1 marks. If you have
a #2, cut and punch the #2 marks, etc.

2. Punch two holes in the front of your Easyboot Glove or Glue-On hoof boot at the dimpled areas with your
leather punch. These will match the holes on your Power Strap

continued on reverse
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power strap
Application Instructions (continued)
3. Last, line up the holes and install the Power Strap to the Easyboot Glove or Glue-On hoof boot using the
included hardware. The gold t-nut goes on the inside of the boot, the washer and screw go onto the outside.
The screws should be as tight as possible, and the t-nut should be flush with the inside of the boot.

Go Ride!
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